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strong enough to withstand the explosion, tile 

I 
of a metallic circuit, with twisted or crossed' article referred to, and would ask if it would 

cylinder will not break. '.rhis is what is done wires. ' 
not be a good idea to print same in SCIl>lNTIFIC 

in a gas engine. If the cylinder is not strong (9712) E. M. B. says: If an Archi. AMERICAN soon, with the warning to not use 
enough, it breaks. The gas-engine cylinder is medean screw is placed so that the opening in �ore than 15 drops of the acid in water three 
strong enough. the lower end is under water during its entire times a day. 

. 
What woul� be the effect on 

(9708) W. G. asks: Could you tell revolution, will the screw raise a continuous; the teeth of USlllg sam'.', or If any holl.ow teeth 
me how I can determine the positive and stream, or will the flow from the upper end 

I 
were presen

.
t w�ul� It affect the Jawbon�'! 

LLOYD'S REGISTER OF AMERICAN YACHTS, 
1905. Published from New York of
fice of Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 
15 Whitehall Street, New York. Pp. 
542, colored plates 42. Price, $7.50. 

negatl've side of a Ii,'e wire, not tracing it to be intermittent and whr" A If an Archi A. Phosphonc aCid IS a very excellent tomc, 
, J • •  - d 'f ' h . .  'b 't h Id the station or to the lamp or motor, etc.? Is it medean screw is placed so that the opening in an I. one s � YSlclan prescn e

.
s I ,  we s ou 

With the opening of the yachting season 
comes the new volume of the American Yacht 
Register for 1905, published by Lloyd's Reg
ister of Shipping. Though only in its third 
season, this book is already well known in all 
parts of the United States and Canada as the 
standard work of reference for yachtsmen. 

pO"RilJle', A. The direction of flow of an elec- the lower end is under water during its entire I 
certamly adVise you to take 

.
It. We �hould 

tric current in a wire may be told by a revolution, the flow from the upper end will n ()t advise anyone to prescnbe for hl.m.
self 

compass needle placed so that the current be continuous, provided the c onditions are such even a
. 
most excellent r�medy. Let medlcmes 

flows along the needle, that is, lengthwise of that there is any flow at all, if the pitch of al{llle till som
.
e one outsl�e of yourself

. 
orders 

the needle as the needle stands north and the screw is uniform, and the speed of rota- them .
. 

That IS good advice
. 

for anythlllg b:
south. In this case the needle will be turned tion is uniform; otherwise, it will vary. If yond simple household remedies, such as catmp 
more or less across the wire by the magnetic the angle of the screw is too great, or if the tea and the like, which do no harm

. 
w�en they 

action of the current. To determine the di- pitch of the screw is too great, or if the speed do no �oo? When P�osph,:,ric aCid IS to be 
rection of the current, hold the open right of rotation is insufficient, there will be no flow taken, It IS usually given m the form of a 
hand over or under' the conducting wire, but of water at all. ph.osphate or phosphite. The soda founta�n 

The Register is a book of 542 pages, with 59 
colored p lates of club burgees, national en
signs, and owners' private signals, the latter 
to the number of 1, 440. The total number of 
yachts listed is 3,389, of which 2,130 are sail
ing craft and 1,2G9 are propelled by steam or 
some other power. The tendency of the times 
is shown by the fact l!lat while but a year 
ago the sailing yachts made 67 per cent of the 
total, this year they make but 62 per cent. 

so that the wire is between the hand and the 
(9713) About what is 

drlllk orange phosphate, so popular of late, IS 
needle, so that the palm of the hand is toward F. De M. asks: simply an acid phosphate with orange syrup 
the needle, and so that the thumb is extended the resistance of the dry cell in c ommon use, added. As to the action uJ;;un the teeth we 
in the direction in which the north or marked stanjard size 2* x 6% round, such as the cannot pronounce, since the doctors have n:;t 

end of the needle is deflected; the fingers will Mesco, Columbia, New Standard, etc.? A. The decided just what causes the necrosis of 1he 
internal resistance of dry cells is not constant, bone in the case of workers in match factories. 
and must vary during the life of the cell. We cannot advise one whether to study me

Among the power yachts the new gasoline 
cruisers in all sizes from 30 to 80 feet figure 
conspicuously, this type of craft being de
servedly popular from its great utility, its 
adaptability to all waters, and the compara
tively low cost of running. 

point in the direction of the current. 

(9709) E. B. E. writes: In your Since the E.M.F. of these cells is not high, the chanical drawing or photo-engraving. The man 
paper for April 15 is given a rule for the 
approximate extraction of square root. The 
first part of the rule is a well-known method, 
and applies quite generally and not merely to 
numbers within the limits given. The second 
part seems rather obscure,. and is not easy to 
remember. The best rule is perhaps that given 
hy Charles Hutton, a prominent mathematician 
of the eighteenth century: 

3N+r2 
yN = ---�-- X r approximately. 

N +3 r2 

(Where r is an approx. roDt.) 
Example: Let N = 271, r = 16 

3 X 271 +256 
y271 = --- -- X 16.= 16.4620 

271 + 768 

True value 16.4621 

approx. 

'I'he corresponding formula for cube root is: 
2N+r" 

3yN= ---- Xr 
N+2 r" 

Example: Let N = 271, r = 6 

542 + 216 
3y271 = - ---- X 6 = 6.469 

271 +432 

True value 6.471 

A. 'I'he rule given above is far more simple 
than the one formerly printed in this column. 
If one needs an approximation for the square 
root, we should advise' that this rule be copied 
and employed. 

(9710) E. R. MacP. says: 1. Re in· 
quiry 9615, under date April 1 G : I quite 
follow your reply, but I think that your corre
spondent must have been thinking of the in
fluence of win d. on a bullet; for it is a well
known fact that when the wind is blowing in 
the same direction as a bullet (or any pro
jectile] it has a tendency to elevate the bullet 
above its usual trajectory. And just the re
verse happens when the wind is against the 
bullet. 2. What is the formula for measuring 
rain? It runs something like this, I think: 
"So many square inches of catchment area re
quire so many cubic inches in order to measure 
one inch of rain." A. To measure the fall 
of rain in cubic inches, it is necessary to have 
as many cubic inches of water as there are 
square inches in the "catchment area." A bet
ter way of determining the depth of rainfall is 
to use a rain gage. The United Stlltes Weather 
Bureau rain gage is a metal dish about 8 
inches in diameter at the top. The rim is of 
hea vy copper turned to a sharp edge. This 
opens below into a narrow dish, whose sec
tional area is exactly one-tenth of the area of 
the upper dish, and whose depth is 20 inches. 
It is obvious that the water will be ten times 
as deep in' the lower dish as it would be if 
retained in the upper dish. The rain caught 
is measured in the lower dish, and the depth 
divided by ten gives the rainfall. Two inches 
of rain would fill the lower dish. 3. Is It 
possible to calculate an "angle of safety" for 
a circular cycle track? For instance, I want 
10 Imild a circular track 50 feet in diameter. 
\\'11" t would be the angle of safety for that? 
\\'IH'n I 11se the term "angle of safety," I mean 
t Ii!' greatest possible angle that the track can 
uc inclined without the rider being thrown off, 
g1'Unting of course that he is riding at a high 
ra te of speed-say 15 or 20 miles an hour. 
A. The "angle of safety," as you term the 
angle of inclination of a track on which there 
would be no tendency for a bicycle to slow in 
going around a corner, will vary with the speed 
of the rider and also with the radius of the 
track. If the track is W feet wide, the proper 
elevation (measured in feet) at the outside can 
be found from the following formula: 

Z2 
Elevation = W X --

32R 

Where Z2 = the velocity of feet per second, 
and R = the radius of the track in feet. 

(9711) T. A. B. asks: There are two 
grounded telephone lines-entirely separate
running parallel at a distance of about 100 to 
150 feet apart. A conversation on one line 
may be distinctly heard on the other. One 
line is private, and the other runs to a switch
board. A. Wherever two telephone lines in
terfere with each other, the cause is always 
the induction of the current in one line upon 
the other line. It can be remedied by the use 

internal resistance should be low. Some mak- should study the one he likes best and cn n do 
ers give the resistance of their cells as low as the work best in, or the one which is neBrc,t 
0.15 to 0.25 ohm. This quantity is difficult of his hand. All sorts of wages are plwl in both 
measurement because these cells polarize very trades, and a good man can get a living at 
rapidly, and the current changes for that either, though he will not get rich at either 
reason. working on a salary. 

In addition to the main list of yachts, giving 
the most complete particulars of hulls and 
engines, there are lists of sigoal letters, o f  
former names o f  yachts, of builders and de
signers of the United States and Canada, and 

(9714) W. F. W. asks: 1. There is a very complete list of over 3,100 yacht 
a widely prevalent belief that a razor by being owners, with addresses and clubs, as well as NEW BOOKS, ETC. h h d b h kept in constant use loses its good shaving t e yac ts owne y eac . 
qualities, and that by allowing it to "rest" CAMS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THEIR CON' 

OUTLINE OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. A 
STRUCTION. By George Jepson. Cam-for a while u nused it will r ecover its original bridge, Mass.: The University Press, textbook for students. By Frank 

shaving qualWes. Has that belief any real Hall Thorp, Ph.D., Assistant Profes-
foundation? If so, please explain the cause 1905. 8vo.; pp. 59. sor of Industrial Chemistry in the 
for such remarkable metallic peculiarities. Cams are one of the most important parts Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
A. The only suggestion we can give you as a of nearly all machinery; and a clear and con- ogy. Second edition, revised and en-
founda tion for the belief that allowing a razor cise work on their design and construction larged, and' inc! uding a chapter on 
to rest would improve its shaving qualities is will be found valuable to all mechanical engi· Metallurgy by Charles D. Demon,( 
as follo')'s: The literal edge of a razor is only neers. This little volume is such a work, and S.B. New York: The Macmillan Co�> 
of microscopic thickness. This edge, when ex- we heartily recommend it to the engineering pany, 1905; 8vo., pp. 618. Price, $3.50. 
posed to the atmosphere, oxidizes rapidly. The fraternity. It is largely filled with exceed· Prof. Thorp' s  outline of industrial chemistry 
tendency of "rest" therefore would be to pro- ingly clear drawings of different kinds of cams has been used more or less constantly by the 
duce a jagged edge, which when very much used for various purposes, and there are sev- Editor of this journal ever since its publica
magnified would look somewhtlt like. the edge eral half-tone plates of cams on different tion in 1898. The practical use to which the 
of a saw, and it is well known that a rough machines. volume has been put during those seven years 
edge, when keen, will cut better than an edge CELLULOSE, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, AND AR' has enabled him to form a more just estimate 
which is too smooth and uniform. We believe, TIFICIAL RUBOOR. By Dr. Joseph of its technical value than can possibly be 
however, in spite of the facts that we have Bersch. Translated from the German: attained throngh the cursory reading which Is 
just described, which may have improved the by William T. Brannt, E'ditor of "The usually alloted by the reviewer to a newly-
cutting qualities of razors in a few exceptional Techno·Chemical Receipt Book." published volume. The work has proved itself 
instances, that imagination, which plays all Philadelphia: Henry Carey Baird & an excellent handbook of ready reference on 
kinds of freaks with things too small to be Co., 1904. 8vo.; pp. 345. Price, $3. industrial chemistry, and its excellent refer-
seen, is the real foundation for the belief to This work is a very complete treatise on ences to bibliographies at the ends of divisions 
which you refer. 2. Why do blacksmiths pour that most useful industrial material, cellulose. have more than once proven of value. In this 
water upon the burning coals in the forge? I Cellulose, as is well known, is used in many new edition, Prof. Thorp has included an ac
have never been able to get an entirely sa tis- ways, its use extending from the preparation count of the more important advances made in 
factory explanation from the blacksmiths of nitro-compounds to the manufacture of the chemical industries during the last seven 
themselves. A. Blacksmiths pour water on artificial silk and distillation of alcohol. 

. 
All II years, an? has therefor'.' considerably improved 

their forges in order to control the size of these uses are gone into and fully descnbed the techmcal value of hiS volume. Mr. Charles 
their fires. As a rule, they wish to heat their in the present volume. The author first tells Demond's elementary chapters on metallurgy 
iron only for a limited distance along the b3.r, how cellulose is prepared from wood or straw, constitute a feature Which, as far as we know, 
and therefore must control the diameter of and how parchment is manufactured from it. is new in textbooks of industrial chemistry, 
their fire. The water also serves two other He afterward describes the methods of obtain- but which we venture to state is likely to be 
useful purposes. It tends to make the coal ing sugar, alcohol, and oxalic acid from this found in them ere long. This metallurgical 
cake in such a way as to be nearly impervious substance. Later on in the work he discusses review, although necessarily brief, nevertheless 
to the blast. Thus a nearly air-tight ring or the production of viscose, the nitro-celluloses, gives one a very good idea of the elementary 
chimney may be formed around a fire, which and cellulose esters, artificial silk, celluloid, chemical principles that underlie most modern 
will help to concentrate the air from the blast rubber substitutes, oil rubber, and factis. The metallurgical processes. 
at the point where it is �ost needed. This I work is very complete, and will be found of DUALITY OF THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE. An caking Of

. 
the coal �el�s In t�e process ?f, great value to all who wish to gain a knowledge Outline of Original Research. By tra�sformm� . 

blac
.
ksmith s coal mto coke, m of the uses and nature of this substance. Emil Sutro. New York: The Physio-WhlC!l condItion It forms a uetter fuel 

.
and 

FLORA AND FAUNA OF THE BLOOD. By Psychic Society 1904. 12mo.· pp. 300. prod\l�es a better fire than could be obtamed 
P '  $1 50

' , 

from green coal. From this last reason, black- Henry G. Graham, M.D. Chicago. nce, . . 
smiths will often be found wetting their coal This is a very interesting little pamphlet, Starting with Gladstone's utterance, "The 
to aid in the process of manufacturing coke, the result of six years of hard labor, descriptive scientific investigation of the spiritual is the 
when wetting the fire would not be necessary of the infusoria contained in human blood. I t  most important subject before the public to
for the particular job they have at hand. is illustrated with two colored plates, showing day," the author endeavors to prove the 
3. What are wash drawings, and how are they these microscopic animals as they appear under supremacy of spirituality over matter, in man. 
made? A. "Wash drawings" are ordinary varying conditions. The book is well worth His theories, from our present-day standpoint, 
India-ink drawings on paper which have been the perusal of all interested in the wonders are nothing if not peculiar, but he is nearly 
tinted with water-color paint, to maka them of the human body. It is written in a popular, always interesting, and at times helpful and 
more accurately represent in appearance the manner, and may be understandingly read by inspiring. 
object for which they are made. Architects' any person of ordinary intelligence. LECTURE NOTES ON SOME OF THE BUSINESS 
drawings are often prepared in this way, and STAIR BUILDING MADE EASY. By Fred T. FEATURES OF ENGINEERING PRACTICE. 
the practice was common with engineers a Hodgson. New York: The Industrial By Alex C. Humphreys. Published by 
generation ago. 4. Please explain how the Publication Company, 1904. 12mo.; the Department of Business Engineer-
"parallax stereogram" pictures were made pp. 160. Price, $1. ing of Stevens Institute of Technol-
which were exhibited at the St. Louis Expo- The third edition of this small volume will ogy, 1905. 8vo.; pp. 187. 
sition. Portions of the objects p rojected for- be found very helpful by all young carpenters, This book has been written by Prof. Hum-
ward, appearing to be in front of the frame, and even by those of greater experience in phreys with a view to aiding students under 
and other portions appeared to be considerably the building of stairs and stairways. It gives his tuition by giving them a resume of the 
farther back. A. Parallax stereograms are a full and complete description of all kinds of lectures delivered in the course on business 
constructed of sets of lines, so that each set staircases, and instructions for designing and engineering. All the matter included in the 
forms its part of the scene represented. Some erecting the same. It is fully illustrated with course is not found in this volume, but that 
of the dailies have been issuing these pictures over 100 engravings, and is provided with a which is most difficult to comprehend is given, 
as supplements, so that now they are very glossary and index, which make the infor- and will be found of great aid to the student. 
common. mation it contains easily obtainable. The book also contains notes on the law of 

(9715) H. H. S. asks: Please let me MAClI lNE TOOLS AND WORKSHOP PRACTICE 
contracts by Howard E. White, Esq., and the 
Commencement address delivered by Walter C. know through the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN how 

to find the gage of wiJ:e. In other words, of a 
certain piece of wire of known diameter in 
fractions of an inch, what is its number '! 
A. There is no way of finding the gage of a 
wire except by the use of a wire table, which 
gives the number of a wire and its diameter 
in thousandths of an inch. Nor is a wire 
known unless the name of the gage by which 
it is measured is expressed as B. & S., Stubs, 
or some other. 'l'he whole matter of gages is in 
a bad condition, and some unification should 
be made. The best would be to denote a wire 

FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS AND AI'-: Kerr to the Class of 1904. PRENTICES. By Alfred Parr. New 
York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1905. STEAM PIPES: THEIR DESIGN AND CON· 
8vo.; pp. 444; ill., 550. Price, $4. STRUCTION. By William H. Booth. 

lJY its diameter. 

The aim of this textbook is to explain the 
construction and use of machine tools in a 
connected form. The book covers a large range 
of subjects, and will be found especially help
ful to the practical worker, as it will enable 
him to study the action of the machine tools 
he uses, and give him hints on how best to 
do the various kinds of work which these 
tools are calculated to perform. The book 
contains, among its many chapters, severa] on 

(9716) J. MeL. asks: In SUPPLEMENT Measurement; Turret Lathes; Grinding; and 
No. 1215, page 19474, you have an article Milling, which have been prepared and illus
advising the use of dilute phosphoric acid in trated in great detail, on account of their im
water to ward off old age, etc. I have seen a portance to the student and practical worker. 
warning in some book to not use more than 15 The illustrations are both in half-tone and 
drops of dilute acid in water three times a line cuts. They are numerous, and will aid 
day. I believe there is sound reason in the greatly in instructing the student. 

Ne'w York: The Norman W. Henley 
Publishing Company, 1905. 8vo.; pp. 
187. Price, $2. 

This book forms a practical treatise on the 
principles of steam conveyance, and the means 
and materials employed in practice to secure 
economy, efficiency, and safety. The book is 
well illustrated, and gives many useful ideas 
with regard to the making of pipe joints, ex
pansion offsets, flexible joints, and self-con
tained sliding joints for taking up the expansion 
of long pipes. The chapters on the flow of 
steam and expansion of pipes will be found 
extremely useful to all steam fitters. The 
pressure strength of pipes and the method of 
hanging them, as well as valves and bypasses 
of all kinds, flanged joints and their proper 
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BEST 
A ��"'at f'aver of trouble, annoyance and money, oflahor and anxirty is the 
STANDARD STEAM TRAP. [t is a new invention that is simple !Iud exceedingly durable. Working parts all Ou. outsIde. Valves two-piece simple check operating automatically. No waste I)f steam or water. If you have a boiler investigate this trap. .. 
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W. F &. JOHN BARNES CO. Establis hed 1872. 
1999 RUBY ST. ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Single Kick or Double Kick. Kick With 
One Foot or Kick With Both-

BUT KICK 
The KICK DRIVE is for driving all kinds of light machinery by foot power. 

Letustell you all about it. Get the hooklet 
SLOTKIN & PRAGLIN 

210.212 A (Jansl Street, New York 

PERFECT· PUMP • POWER. 
is attained only in the 
TABER ROTARY PUMPS 

They are mecbanical, 
simple and darable.Wili pump hot or coJd fluid, 
t hin or thick. Requires 

no skilled mechanic. Most 
power at least cost. All parts 
interchangeable. Made of 
iron, steel or bronze. Can be driv�n by belt, motor or en� 

gine attachment. Large lllustratetJ. Oatal<igue free. 
TABEIl PUMP CO .. 32 W ells St., Buffalo, N.Y., U. S. A. 

THE EUREKA CLIP 
The most useful article evpl' invented 

for the purpose. IndisDfIlsable to Law� yers, Editors, StudenLs: Bankers, Insur� nnce Companiel'l and business men gen
erally. Book marker and paper clip. Does not mutilate the paper. Can he 
used l'epeatedly. In boxes of 100 for 25c. 
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n
e1�i of price. Sample card, bymail,free. Man· 
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W E LL 
DRIL�ING 
Machmes 

Over 70 sizes and styles, for drilling either deep (lr 
8hallow wells in any kind of soil or rOck. Mounted 
on w heels or on sills. With engines or norse powers. Strong, simple and durable. Any mecha.nic can 
Operate them easily. Send for catalog. 

WILLIAMS BROS •• Ithaca, N. Y. 

American Homes 
and Gardens 

AMONTHLY 
Magazine de

voted to the 

illustration of homes. 

their interior decora

tions and surroundings. 

Illustrations of the way 

gardens may be beauti

fied and laid out; the 

most suitable flowers to 

be planted in different 

parts of the garden, etc. 

Articles are published 

on room decoration and 

furnishings, showing 

how the furni ture may 

be arranged to produce 

the best effects. Plans are published of most of the 

reSidences shown. A valuable and 1nstructive magazine 

for future home bU1lders to possess, as well as for up· 
to-date architects. Issued monthly. 72 pages each 

number. Price 2S cents per copy; $3.00 the year. 

MUNN &. CO.. Publishers 
361 :8road-way. Ne-w Yor� 

Scientific Americ(\n. 
proportions, exhaust heads and separators, etc., 
are well illustrated and described. A valuable 
chapter to the large steam user is the one on 
superheated steam and the saving of steam by 
inSUlation. Tbe loss of heat in thermal units 
from covered and uncovered steam pipes is 
given in suitable comparison tables. The book 
will be found extremely useful to all interested 
in steam-pipe construction. 

A TREATISE ON RO CKS, ROCK WEATHERING, 
AND SOILS. By George P. Merrill. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1904. 8vo.; pp. 411. Price, $4. 

Although the origin, structure, and mineral 
composition of rocks, particularly those of 
erupted varieties, have received particular at
tent'on from petrologists since the introduc
tion of the microscope into petrographic work, 
there has,' however, been very little time de
voted to the study of rocks in a weatbered 
condition. In many cases where chemical 
analyses have been made, the chemists have 
disregarded the physical and mineralogical 
nature of the material analyzed. Other work
ers have studied the physical properties of 
decayed rocks, i.  e. soils, but have, in turn, 
disregarded their mineral and chemical nature. 
The author has endeavored to bring together 
results obtained by these various workers
results which, it is believed, will be to the 
mutual benefit of all concerned. The state of 
comminution reached by rocks during the 
process of long-continued decay, and the 
amount of leaching such have undergone, are 
of as much practical interest to the agricul
turist as they are of theoretical interest to 
the geologist. A very general scheme of 
classification is adopted in the present pre
liminary volume, as the autbor desired to in
troduce into it as few new terms as possible. 
The analyses given were made by the author 
himself from materials which he collected, and 
which, he believes, are truly representative 
samples of rock, concerning the lithological 
identity of which there can be no doubt. The 
reason that so little use has been made of 
other analyses is that information is generally 
lacking relative to the mutual association of 
fresh and decomposed materials and the min
eralogical and physical nature of the residual 
product. The book is divided into five parts, 
as follows: The Constituents, Physical and 
Chemical Properties, and Mode of Occurrence 
of Rock; the Kinds of Rocks; the Weathering 
of Rocks; the Transportation and Redisposition 
of Rock Debris; and the Regolith. Some 
twenty-five full page plates, in addition to 
nearly half a hundred other figures, completely 
illustrate the work. 
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urnes for our engines. 11 means they excel all o thers or the U. S. Government would Dot demand them. They are the horizontal type, 2 to 100 H. P., and are so simply and perfectly made that it requires no experience to run them, and 
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Send for a catalogue of our Wizard Engine, 2 
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llected pumpj or our generalcat.a
logue showing all sizes. 
Olds 6asoUne EnlIlne Works. 

Lanalng, Mich. 

New York .Agents, R.H. DBYO kCo.,Binghamton, N. Y. 

Cheap Power from Kerosene 
SAPS, SJrlPLE, VALVELES S 

AND RELIABLE 

Universal Kerosene Engine. 

Boilers, d,,·vice for automatically filling steam, 11. M. Wilkins . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  794,906 Book carriage,. S. A. Marsh . • . . • • . . . . . . . .  794,809 Book stack. _t metal, P. M. Wege ... 794,759 Books open, cwTiee for holding, W. Ma-guire ........... . ... .. . .. . . ....... . . .. 795,048 Bottle, non-reftUable, R. Dunne . • • • • • . . • • •  794,929 Bottle, non-refillable. E. P. Dole .......... 795,030 Bottle valve guard, non-refillable, E. P. 
Dole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 795,029 Bottles, device for preventing the refilling 
of, M. J. Segal ................... ... 795,173 Bottles, weighted ball for non·refillable, 
J. S. Wright ..... ................ ... 794,83() Bottling ap.)aratus, liquid, C. A. Hopkins. 795,040 Bracket, J. E. Campbell ... . .............. 795,101, Brake. C. E. F. Burnley ..... ............ 795,099 Braking device, C. L. Horack ............ 794,802 Breech mechanism, S. A. S. Hammar.... 7.95,2'21 Brick press, V. Then . . .. ......... ....... 7.94,822 Briqueting machine. G. W. Rigby ........ '1,95,007. Brush with bristles movable in all direa� tions, H. Pollmann . •. •. • ••. • • • • •. . . .  ' 7-95,062 Building block. W. J. Sterling . . . . . . . . . ••. 7'95,177, Bung. H. Schmidt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. .  7!95,23� Button, tufting, A. Freschl . . . . . . •. .  _ . • .  _ �9�,973 Cake mixer, A. A. Warner ..... . . . . ... . .  195,082 Calendar, H. E. Shedd ....... . . . . . . . • . .. 795,009 Camera plate holder, photographic, H. J. &: J. A. London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7114.1I92 Cane mill. G. M. Lear ................... 794,722 Cane, transformable walking, J. Adamson. 794,833 Car brake. street, J. Hastreiter ........ 795,035 Car c1amping device for car unloading ma� 

Car C����'i1�g�'.f.' ��tc�'rc�a�d�::::::::::: �&�;��� Car coup!;ng, F. H. Norwood ............ 795,231 Car draft and buffing structure, railway, 
W. F. Richards ....... . .... . . .. ... ..... 794,887 Car haul, F. V. Hetzel .. ................ 795,124 Cars or the like, armored protector for, J. J. Hutto ........... . ... . .... ..... 794,804 Cars, power shovel for loading box, J. Olson ................................ 794,946 Carbon tetrachlorid, making, J. L. Dan� ziger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 794,789 Carbon tetrachlorid, pUI'ifying, J. L. Dan� ziger . . ............................ . .. 794,97() Carbureter. E. B. & L. S. Cushman ...... 794,927 Carbureter, G. Hoalon .................. 794,938 

g!�g���g��g S
i!��fne� S�

ac
S:' Poo'l�: '. '. '. '. : '.: ��g:��� Castrating, docking, and earmarking sheep, cattle, or horses, instrument for, J. Dignan .............................. 795,205 

Chair. H. C. Bunnell .................... 794,777 
AutomatiC in operation. easily start. Check or coin controlled apparatus, J. L. 
edt and runs steadily and at a com- Mc Cullough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  795,052 

794,921 
795,234 
795,043 

parative)y high rate of speed at a cost Cheese cutter, B. Blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  of less th�n one pint of kerosece oil Chuck, Potter & Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  

�
e
�e�����\e,��.

e 
Iit'����°.i'�ci����'i,� g�r��it cg:��k!�s,L 'ti��c�i';'it . ��;;t��ile'r' "fo'r: 

lowest cost. For prices and terms E. M. Hewlett ... ................... . 794,981 
address Cistern or well cleaner, L. Leggett. ....... 794,806 

UNIVERSAL KEROSENE ENGINE CO. J Cloc�ins��in .. f�::� .. ���r.�: .. �����: .. � .. ����: 794,718 

6.8 and 10 First St •• New York City g�i��: ��:r,cl�';'p�'P��ss& 'R�h�::::::::: �&�;�n 

PATEN'�TS 
Our Hand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, 

etc., sent free. Patents procured through 
Munn & Co. receive free notice in the 

SCIENTIFIO AMEmCAN 
MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, N. Y. 
BRANCH OFFICE: 625 F St.,Washington, D.C. 

Clothes line fastener, E. Minetti ........ 794,728 Clothes pin, S. C. Whitlow .......... .. .. .. 794,9\J5 
Clutch. friction, A. L. Herkenhoff ....... 795,0�7 Coal tipple, J. Hughes .................. . . . 794,803 Cock, stop or waste, G. M. Page . . . . . . . . . . •  7B5,OO5 Coff·,e urn, C. A. Robertson ........ ...... 794,949 Coiffure retainer comb, G. L. Winn . • • •. . • •  794,828 Colter fastener, plow, P. W. McFall .... .  794,731 Com b. See Coiffure retainer comb. Compasses, J. Pilsatneeks ............... 795,061 Compo board, assembling machine for form-ing a continuous, G. S. Mayhew . . . . . •  794,874 Compo board. making, G. S. Mayhew .... 794,873 Concrete conduit trimming machine, J. Kohler ................... . . . . . . . . . . .. 794,989 Controller, double, C. 1. Earll . . . •. • • • . • • •  7U4,792 

(
Converter. Baggaley & Lindquist . . •. . . . .  795,092 

lffl'lne MOtOf' Conveyer, I. Peabody ........ .. . . ... . . . . .  794,736 
U U5 " Conveyer cilain guide. C. Piez . . . . . . . • . . . .  795,166 

THE BERLIN,ZOSSEN ELECTRIC RAILWAY For Bicycle, Contact gg�;e��l�e�:prag��k A: . �����.g.�l�. ::::::: +�Hzr 
TESTS OF 1903. Translated from the or Jump Spark Counter guard, J. S. Auerbach . • . . . . . . . . . .  795,09() 

German by Franz Welz, E.E. With W<;i�htiE.�g<;aB���{ng���� 8�Ii{vat���ew.a"J�be;· .. �' .. ?l���::::::::::: ��N� 
an Introduction Discussing the Ge. n-

I 
I W' d Cultivator. W. S. Graham ...... ...... .. .. .. 794,796 

eral Subject of Train Resistance by �c;�NT�;E��I�Y co, g�����i ';;�V�;.ti�ftors���;'g;V M. MMil�{o:,,:�::: �&�:��X 
Louis Bell, PhD. New York: Mc-. Troy. N. Y. Curtain pole, J. Hoffmann ........ .... . . . 795,039 

Graw Publishing Company, 1905. 4to.; 

I 
':===================� Curtain pole and fitting, E. R Orr ........ 794,947 

.- 8��gJ��: 1l""J. ftts�;�:�� .. ���' .. �:.�:. ����: ��g;m pp. 100. Price, $3. Dam, L. E. Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •  794,813 
This is a full and complete report of the Denture, artificial upper, L. L. White .. . . . 795,084 

test runs made on the Ber1in�Zossen experi�, The "ASTER" is the bed French Disintegrator, W. Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 794,785 

mental railroad from September to November, motor on the market for lighting houses, gt�pP}�� ����, �hay:.uek·· i . 
M��tg�iIi��y:: 

��t:�t� hotels, etc. Small, compact, simple :md 95 11 inclusive, 1903. These tests occupy a unique ;::lfe to operate. Motive power alco hol,oil E�Ji.lailyst:�;e:h��ia������ �c:!��1
.
E:· J: 7 , 7 

place in the history of modern engineering, ��/s::�t t:��n!. cy�:;;r�n::;.
t ��: Gould ........................ . ........ 794,860 

for they represent a very thorough and highly for illustmted Price List. 
Door frame for air tight doors. S. P. Stev· 

f 1 ff 1 
. 

t b 
enson .. .. ...... . . ....... .... . . . .. .. . . 794,95:1 

success u e ort at so vmg the grea est pro - AS T E R OO M PAN V Door, grain, Strong & Ohlin . . . . . . . . . . . • . 794,819 
lem of tw entieth century tran sportation, viz., 1659 Broadway NEW YORK CITY Door hanger. T. Leonard .. .... . ....... .. 795.229 

the applicatio n of electric traction to greatly ______ -=-_______________ Door hanger, sliding, H. J. Weiss . . ... . . . . .  795,241 Door opening or closing device, automatiC, 
increased railway speed. The introduction by An Automatic Pump DOU� �;��es" ��";�l;;bl�" t�bi�' f�;'; . A::' C: 795,225 

Mr. Bell sums up the results that were at- Wank .......... ... ... ............ ... .  795,081 
tained, while the rest of the volume deals with �:!k��r���eri;��st�e-b��;4fer�;J Drafting table, G. Ring . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • .  795,065 

the preparatory work that was gone through ;;��h�:.�,�::�e.nig��;i�o;::;��� g�fl�gesp�°d'l�, Cicle�fy B&mW�i'ght::::::::::: �&�;��� 
with before the tests were made, and the re� ���:DB;:J����.�� ����:��E:�: Drilling rigs; stE'am motor for operating 
sults of these tests as to the time required for l smadein alhizes. Freel;ookletand Drint1�1; 19�nfR'in�·J���k��:�i'n·gto·�, .. e·t· '�l: i��:gll 
starting and stopping, the air and train re- terms to agents upon request. Driving mechanism, C. M. Armstead . • • . .  7}J5,244 
sistance, the power consumption, the behavior Niagara Hydraulic Engine Co Drum, G. Harris .............. ..... .... . 795.034 

of the car during service, and the behavior of 140 NASSA.u ST" NEW YORK E��m a�illt'nii'in�e��die,' . bis'';lfi't�' . ��'P'o'';�d 794,843 

the new roadbed. during the tests. The book 
Factory Chester, Pa. 0 f a tetrazo, A. Otto .... : ............ 795.058 

h h· h d '1 
Dynamo support, W. F. Richards . . . . . • • . . .  794,886 

as an appendix concerning a 19 -spee raJ - HOW TO MAKE AN ELECTRICAL Electric battery. P. J. Kamperdyk ....... 794,864 
way from Berlin to Hamburg. It contains Furnace for Amateur's Use.-'rhe utilization of 111) volt Electric brake, W. G. Price . . . . •. . . . . . . .  795,17() 

numerous diagramS and test charts. It is a p-IectrJc circui�s for small fur:nace work. By N. Monroe Elec¥:�cu���le .. ��l�����g .... �i��.l�: .. �' ... 
�: 794,742 HOfeklns. '"PhIS valuable artICle is accompanied by de-

thorough resume of the tests that were made. 
���:
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use of tools. This article is contained in SCIENTIFIC Electric switch, M. Guett ................ 794,935 

!INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 

July IS, 1905 

AN D EACH BEARING THAT DATE 

[Bee note at end of list about copies of these patents.] 

Acid, monoglycol ester of salicylic, F. Hofmann .. , .......................... 794,982 Amusement apparatus, C. Alonso-Perez . . . •  795,087 Animal trap, E. Firmhaber ................ 794.856 Automatic gate, A. Noe .................. 795,1.62 Automobile attachment, E. G. Nicewaner 795,054 Awning, C. W. Linder .................. 794,807 Awning, frameless, S. C. Crowe ............ 795,105 Baling prpss, horse power, M. C. Nixon .. 794,811 

�!llofr b���lea. HIi. CGl�����.
a.I�:::::::::::: �&g:��� Basket. M. L. Porter.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 794.883 Bearing, compensating knob, H. G. "oight. 794,757 Bed bottom. H. R. Hervey ...... . . . . ...... 795.223 Bed. invalid's, E. A. Hall ....... . ... . ... .  794,978 Bed, sofa, Cumla & Irridstrom............ 795,199 Bedstead, A. A. Nees ................ . . . . . 795,15� Belt tigntener, A. L. Herkenhoff .... ..... 795.038 Binder cleat, J. R. Barrett. ........ . . . . . .  794,916 Binder or loose sheet holder, temporary, H. F. Bushong .. ...... ..... ....... ... 794,778 Blast furnace, N. M .  Langdon ............ 795,139 

I BOb��e a
�.� .. S.�i�.d.l� .. ����.e::��: .. ���.

e
� .. � 795,008 Boiler batHe steam, J. S. Hammerslough. 794,711 Boiler superheater, steam, Cole & Oatley. 795,260 

AMERlCAN SUPPLEMENT. No. 11S2. Price 10 cents. Electrical switch and operating mechanism 
For sale by MUNN & Co., �nl Broadway, New York City, therefor, Richards & Turbayne . •. •. . . •  795,235 
or by any bookseller or newsdealer. Electrode, arc light, F. O. VogeL ....... 794,902 Elevator safety device, R. H. Gaylord .... 795,112 

JAGER Marine 
4-Cycle Engines 

Skillfully designed and well 
bmlt. Single lever control, com
bining automatic carburet tor 
:i�� :Ce�� r!���

n
��'d r�iI:6tIYf; under most trying conditions. 

Sizes Ht060 h. p. Sel,dfor catalog. 
CHAS. 1 JAGER CO. 

Cor. High and Batterym arch Sts., 
Boston. Mass. 

THE CURTIS DOUBLE 
CYLINDE� MOTOR 

5 h.-p. 601bs. Roller Bea.rIngs. 
Capt. Baldwin's famous air· 
ship, the California Arrow, is propelled by this motor. 
Also our motorcycle, which holds the world's record ot 
10 miles in 8 min. 54 2-li sec. 

Catalog Free. 
H. H. CURTIS MFG. CO. 

Hammondsport. N. Y. 

Engine controlling mechanism, explosive, J. F. Morkel .... . .................... 794,727 Engine sparking igniter gear, explosive, E. Westman ............. ........... 794,826 Engines, drill striking mechanism for rock 
Env��i��in§: *. D��:£r�;'::::::::::::::::: m:��� Evener, horse, J. J. Larson................ 795,140 Exhaust mechanism, variable, C. L. Pagen-hart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 794,881 Extension table, J. W. Lindow .. . . . . . . .. .. 794,990 Eyeglasses, L. F. Adt .... .... ...... . . . . .. 794,767 Eyeglasses. G. A. Stiles .... ........ .... 795,178 Eyeglasses, etc., lens holder for, G. H. Winslow ..... ........... ..... ........ 794.829 Eyelet, shoe. J. A. Baker ....... ........... 794,838 Eyelets with flexible material, method of Rrd apparatus for covering, P. R. Glass ............................... . 
Faucet, lock, C. C. Connell . . •. . . . . . • • •. . .  F'eed water heater, T. Suzuki . . . . . . . •. . . •. •  Fence, folding wire, W. C. Gay . . . . •. . . . .  F�ence post, Pierce & Williamson ......... . Ii'ence post, G. E. Blaine .............. . File. bill, G. H. Maurer .......... 794,993, Filing device, A. C. Wiechf'rs ........... . Fil ter and cleaner, L. E. Rogers ........ . Filter, water, M. N. Lynn ............... . Filtering apparatus, water, J. C. Barker .. Fire apparatus, S. A. A. Stenberg ..... . Fire escape, portable, D. E. Landis ..... . Fish handling apparatus, A. R. Rogers ... . Fla nging machine, J. H. Vanderslice ..... . 

�!;:lo!�d;X�[��it t1:'B���i;Ae::::�ru;�Pl\�� �l�lder b�����r, R?' D�' :hit1�����:::::::::: 
00 the market. 'I'he 'New 1906 Model E bet. Flushing :nachine, street, L. F. Ottofy .. 

795,033 
795.027 
794,821 
794,933 
794,739 
794,845 
794.994 
794.827 
795.066 
795,047 
794.8�() 
795.176 
794,721 
794,800 
795.180 
794.939 
795.085 
795,059 

:rhet�;li:d::: wai�: j����e&�d°'he:a1s a�:l;:!�S� FoodJO���du�� .. �r.e.� ��i.n.g ... a.p.��r.�t.u.s: .. �: .. �: 
���rte�mc}��t�hp.J�:sp���; a:p�llr�r�� ,Food products, preparing, A. T. Jones ... . 

l\Ja.dt! in :-1mgle alLd nouble Cylinder pat- I Footwear, C. T. Adams .......... : ..... . 
terns. Pril'e smake itecoDnrnical. Cut s h(lWS I Formald�hyde candl�, Bauer & Holhster .. . 
2 h p. marine, weight '75 .lbs. We make Auto FoundatIOn, H. ErIcsson ............ 4 • • •  MotorsandStationaryEllgines. Catalogfree Founta.in. See Drinking fountain. 

794.940 
794.941 
794,832 
794,771 
794,971 

Agents Wanted. Ct;SlfllAN MOTOR CO. Fr�ction device, G. \Vestinghouse ........ 794,761 
2026 N Street, Lincoln, Neb., U. S. A. FrIction top can, E. W. Carnes .... " ...... 795,102 
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